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Montreal and Quebec City are treasured destinations for American travelers: a corner of France in

North America. This guide, with rich color photographs throughout, captures the French-speaking

cities' universal appeal, from sidewalk cafÃ©s to winter sports and traditional French cuisine. Â 

Expanded Coverage: New hotel and restaurant recommendations have been added throughout

Montreal and Quebec City.Â  Plus our coverage of the surrounding regions, in particular the region

around the Eastern Townships and Outaouais, has been enhanced.Â   Â  Illustrated Features:

Several photo-driven features are woven throughout the guide. Look for top attractions that cover

monuments such as Parc du Mont-Royal and the Fairmont Le ChÃ¢teau Frontenac; boxed features

on attractions like Underground City; and spotlights on the regional cuisine in Old Montreal and the

Plateau that lay out all of the city's fantastic local fare. Â  Indispensable Trip Planning Tools: City

walks provide visitors with thematic tours of Montreal and Quebec City.Â  "Itineraries" cover

step-by-step day trips or multi-destination visits to surrounding regions.Â  Hotel and restaurant "Best

Bets" guide travelers to the top places to stay and eat by price, style and/or cuisine. A handy

pull-out MontrÃ©al and QuÃ©bec City map provides added value. Â  Discerning

Recommendations:Â  Fodorâ€™sÂ  Montreal & Quebec City offers savvy advice and

recommendations from local writers to help travelers make the most of their visit. Fodorâ€™s Choice

designates our best picks, from hotels to nightlife.Â  â€œWord of Mouthâ€• quotes from fellow

travelers provide valuable insights. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is

researched and written by local experts.
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Fodor's helps you unleash the possibility of travel by providing insights and tools you need to

experience the trips you want. While you're always at the helm, Fodor's offers the assurance of our

expertise, the guarantee of selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a destination. It's like

having a friend wherever you travel. Resources that you'll want to read and reference, our guide

books offer current and discerning shopping, dining, hotel and culture recommendations, as well as

compelling features and articles that convey the essence of a destination. And we are confident we

are giving you the best information because our guides are written by the people that live there. We

seek to hire local writers who know their destinations better than anyone else. Our worldwide team

of over 700 travel writers brings you the latest, most accurate coverage, and like trusted

companions, reveals local treasures and everything you need to know before you arrive.

I only bought this for the Quebec City portion and I found it really cursory. I've been to Quebec

several times so was hoping to find something new but this guide just touches on the most obvious

and touristy places, activities, restaurants, etc. There are no useful tips or insights. In my opinion,

the writer was just plain old lazy in slapping it together. Save your money and send for the free

guide from the tourist bureau, also go on TripAdvisor where you can get great leads on and critiques

of hotels, restaurants, entertainment, etc. Stupidly, I went on their web site after I got back from this

year's trip and discovered I'd missed out on three terrific restaurants. Maybe next year....

Very detail guide. I love the map included, but found the Lonely Planet guide more useful for

Quebec City.

Great size for traveling. Loaded with information in every category for planning the trip and learning

the area some before we get there. One suggestion would be a best or top 10 list at the beginning

or end of each section.

The gold standard. We once managed a foreign city having brought with us only a library copy of

last year's Fodor's, no smart phone, no laptop or access to one, no car. We did fine!

Well illustrated guide with large well ilustrated city maps and a lot of information of hoteles,



restaurants, attractions, and other important information.

This book really helped us during our babymoon to both cities in May 2014. Restaurant

recommendations were great!

Would not recommend. We just used this for our trip to Montreal and Quebec City and found the

book to not be very helpful at all. A good portion of the book is on "side trips", which we were not

interested in. We thought that the time recommendations (a half day to this, etc) were way off and

not very helpful. Another reviewer mentioned that everything is very cursory and I agree. If they cut

out all of the "side trip" information, there would be plenty of space to add more detail about these

two very interesting towns. We also found the art museum reviews of Montreal to be way off. The

author acts like they are not even worth visiting, when in fact they are. Based on our experience with

this book, I will not buy Fodor guides again. We prefer Rick Steve's, but, alas, he doesn't cover

Canada.

Used it a lot on our trip to Quebec city. great guide book
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